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Pascas University, in conjunction with Chaldi
College, recognise the inequities that have been
stealthily imposed upon Earth’s humanity
through childhood suppression and repression
which is aided and abetted by all institutionalised
systems worldwide.
Girls and women have been made subservient to
the male as those who imposed this heinous crime
upon all of humanity have known that it is the
female that will lead the way out of their
entrapment.
Pascas University and Chaldi College are to be a
vehicle that is to bring about global freedom of
true self-expression and this is fundamentally
Living Feelings First.
The New Way: Learning how to live true to
ourselves by living true to our feelings.
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If a girl spends only 2 years at school, she is likely to
have more than 7 children. If she spends 6 years at
school, she is likely to have around 4 children. If she
spends 12 years at school then she will have only 2
children. World poverty is best averted by the tool of
education in the first instance.

Symbolically, the iceberg is a good representation of
the undiscovered potential in all of us.
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Finding the Truth through our Feelings Way
and of Our Childhood

New Feelings Way
Feelings are our own Truth and Personality
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We seek, what we think, is the best education for our
children. Many send their girls and boys to the socalled best and expensive schools that subsequently
further enslave the child deeper into its mind.
The world’s journey of growth through its education
systems has peaked. The result is a global population
functioning in zombie mode, in a stupor, glued to an
electronic device, all trying to be the same with no
individuality, originality or self-expression.
This destiny was imposed upon us by controllers who
had us go in a direction of limited development and to
remain their pawns forever!
Girls and women have been singled out as they, being
closer to their feelings, can see the folly of this
entrapment of limitation and perpetual stagnation.
We are to live feelings first and have our minds follow implementing what our feelings are leading
us to embrace. Our feelings are our true selves, they are an expression of the personality that we
are, as bestowed upon us by our Heavenly Mother and Father.
A feelings orientated education opens our potential infinitely. It is only through us living through
our feelings that all the social ills that are evident throughout every community in every nation can
and will be mitigated and put aside. It is only through expressing our feelings, both good and bad,
and longing for the truth of them that we will heal ourselves of our childhood suppression and
repression. Then we will see an evolutionary advancement of Earth’s humanity that is presently
incomprehensible.

The New Way: Learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.
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WOMEN and GIRLS’ EDUCATION as it has been:
This is the task at hand; orientate education to Living Feelings First. Enable the awareness of Feeling
Healing, and with Divine Love, Soul Healing to be universally comprehended. It is only through the
‘talking out’ of our childhood suppression and repression experiences that we can begin to heal ourselves
of all the foundations of what manifest as our discomforts, pains and illnesses.
It is only by us freely expressing our true selves, through natural self-expression, allowing our soul-based
feelings to be truly engaged, that we will naturally open ourselves to truth, to the love that comes from the
foundations of truth, to living the way that our Heavenly Mother and Father desire for us to live.
We, humanity, are truth seekers. By being coerced to live through our minds we have been seduced to seek
truth in the wrong direction. We have taken the pathway to a ‘glass ceiling’, a pathway of stagnation and
limitation. We are self-contained. Our souls, through our feelings, will progressively illuminate all that
we seek. We are to long for the truth of all that comes to our attention, to our mind, throughout our daily
experiences, and allow our feelings to open up the doors of revelation and discovery for us.

PA S

SCA
We can investigate the veracity and level of
truth of anything through kinesiology muscle
PER
testing in conjunction with Dr David Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness
(MoC). Even the contents of this publication can be calibrated page by
page, paragraph by paragraph. Generally the Pascas Papers that introduce
living Feelings First and Feeling Healing calibrate as follows:
“perceived truth MoC 880 – relative truth potential MoC 1,480”
Generally, much of our education material is within the range of 400 – 499,
the field of reason and mind dominance. This is also the upper limits of the 1st spirit Mansion World which
encapsulates the condition of development of most of Earth’s humanity. MoC 880 is representative of the
5th spirit healing Mansion World, whereas the relative truth potential MoC 1,480 is representative of the 3rd
spirit Celestial Heaven. Mind dominance imposes a ceiling of MoC 499 on our development!
Living Feelings First and embracing Feeling Healing opens the pathway to living a Celestial soul condition
while we are physically walking the Earth. That is about to be demonstrated for the first time in the nearly
one million year history of humanity. Celestial soul condition is above 1,000 on the MoC.
We do not want to continue to repeat what has been our legacy for these past 200,000 years. We do not
want more and more suppressive controls. We now do know how to make the Great U-Turn and that will
also bring about the dismantling of ALL institutionalised systems of the past 200,000 years!

Our journey of awakening to Truth commences from conception and never ends. Our progression through
the spirit worlds is a never ending path of experiences and learning. Truth is Love. Without Truth we
cannot experience Love. But mind driven truth is not love. Our mind evolves a form of truth that is control
orientated. In our daily lives we see others demonstrating their form of truth through their control and
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domination over us – this pattern around us is all pervasive. We are fully self-contained through our soulbased feelings and its Truth. Now we are to freely express that Truth.
Pascas University and Chaldi College ARE free of restraints and impositions that have been imposed upon
all educational institutions during the past 200,000 years. The Rebellion and Default are ended. Further,
Pascas University and Chaldi College are forming after the end of the Rebellion and Default, being 31
January 2018, and are free of traditional practices and inhibitions that have engulfed all other institutions.
No other institution is yet to recognise that this is the most exciting time in the history of humanity and
embrace the freedom that is now available for all of humanity, both in the physical as well as in spirit.
Humanity has been misguided into living through their minds, rather than through their feelings, their soulbased feelings which are always in truth. It is through our feelings that we will find truth at all times.
Humanity is truth seeking and truth loving at all times. Our minds are unable to discern truth from false,
our minds are addicted to untruth and control of our environment as well as others.
Females are closer to their feelings than are men. Consequently to prevent an ending of the high level spirit
Rebellion, these rebellious spirits seduced humanity’s males to subjugate the women to their dominance.
For 200,000 years, women have been subservient to men whereas they are their equal. For 200,000 years
women have been subjected to secondary and subordinate roles and consequently education at all levels
has been withheld or contrived to varying degrees.
This is not about switching the roles. This is not about showering girls and women with education that
even the boys and men have been deprived of . This is about enabling all of humanity to be aware that we
are to live through our feelings and that the worship of the mind is inhibiting our progression and is
detrimental to all of humanity now functioning in zombie mode, moving about and living life in a stupor.
As girls and women are closer to their feelings, it is now anticipated that it will be the females that will lead
the way and embrace living feelings first and it will be they who will draw the males along to this freeing
way of living due to their vibrancy that will now surface through Living Feelings First.
Life is for Learning, however in the past it has suffered severely from the consequences of embracing the
mind as the saviour and way to live. The mind is an enslaver. The frustrations and struggles that it
engenders is nothing short of mass depression. The fact is that every person is suffering from depression
to some degree, it is not just those that medical professionals clinically recognise, it is everyone.
Worldwide there is outcry against child abuse. There is not a child that has not suffered extensive child
abuse! No one has escaped. Verbal abuse reigns upon a child from birth. It is recognised that a child may
have verbal restraints imposed upon him or her as much as 20,000 times a year during their early forming
years! Child birth defects are the direct result of its parents’ emotional injuries and errors of belief.
Miscarriages and abortions are extremes of this. Some 40% of all conceptions are terminated through
miscarriage and abortion. These distortions of love and living can now be addressed through the education
systems that may unfold throughout this coming era of the Great U-Turn
The education platforms to be introduced on a global scale by Pascas University and Chaldi College
are founded upon Living Feelings First and will introduce Feeling Healing so that parents may have
for the first time the potential to bring their children into the world free of their personal injuries
and also have the awareness as how to live as we are intended to.
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Firstly, let us clearly understand what has been imposed upon us all and the overarching goals of these high
level evil ones, and then we may easily recognise how the tentacles of their plans have reached into every
aspect of our living. The craftiness of these high level evil ones has been aided by mind addicted control
maniacs throughout the centuries and now their structures are crumbling as their networks have and
continue to be eroded and some shut down.
We aspire for human perfection. That was the hallmark of our first physical parents, Andon and Fonta,
some 993,500 years ago. We all continue to aspire for human perfection and we always will. Our free will
is sacrosanct – that has not been interfered with by any entity and will not be.
The evil ones, 200,000 years ago, put humanity on a course of living through our minds. Through our
minds we were led to believe that we could become mini-gods! We could achieve everything we desire!
Every man, woman and child on Earth now lives through their minds, suppressing their feelings and being
depressed, deprived and capitulating to norms with no self-expression of our true personality. We can only
achieve the level of human perfection that the mind is structured to achieve.
AND THAT LEVEL of PERFECTION is 499 on Dr David R Hawkins’ MAP of CONSCIOUSNESS!
The highest we can achieve is the peak of the level of REASON on the Map of Consciousness (MoC). We
admire the great scientists of the world. Dr David Hawkins published his own observations of the calibrated
level of a number of great world scientist and 499 is their achievement. Many only achieved advances in a
few instances – yet they were great and committed their lives to science.
Dr David Hawkins also noted that 95.6% of the world’s population calibrates under 500. Only 4.4% are
demonstrating living through their feelings. Nurses are highly represented as expressing feelings. Those
throughout the health care industries are generally feelings orientated. In contrast most of commerce is not.
We each aspire and wish for human perfection, not just being clever at some mind games. For those who
embrace their feelings and live feelings first, even go on and commence their Feeling Healing, they will
grow to find that their natural intelligence is a wonder of greatness that will freely express itself. So much
so that scientists will not be able to comprehend – the scientists will just look on in amazement.
It has been observed that medical professionals and surgeons who may be recognised as ‘medical intuitives’
and great surgeons simply follow their feelings without any great comprehension as to why. They simply
allow their soul-based feelings to be expressed through their hands and treatments they provide. Dr
Hawkins was one of these. Dr Hawkins also demonstrated that by using kinesiology muscle testing that
what a scientist may have taken over a year to resolve, you could achieve the same goal in minutes. Muscle
testing is accessing you inner truth, your soul-based knowings. We are fully self-contained.
When the education systems of the world lead students to embrace their feelings and live feelings first then
the shackles and limitations of the mind will be shattered and students will become vibrant self-expressing
people following their innate, God given, passions and gifts.
The high level evil ones did not want humanity to thrive in this manner. They wanted us all to function as
zombies, enslaved to their long term goals of conquest. That is not going to happen because you now can
see their game and they have also been exiled and cut off from Earth’s humanity.
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Fields above 500

Consciousness Calibrations Worldwide
Level of Consciousness % of population
600 +
1 in millions
540 +
0.4%
500 +
4%
400 +
8%
200 +
22%
200 78%
World wide average

212

- Love based
Awareness
Beingness
More feeling based activity, rather than
intellectual – in the mind based activity.
Energy field of Love is the one that heals
through Feeling Healing with Divine Love.
Fields 200 – 500
- Doingness
Intellectual
Life is seen by mind as an opportunity.
We are getting closer and closer to truth.
Fields below 200
- Wanting & Craving
Desiringness
Fear Driven
Self hatred
Grudges
Values are based on what one has.
The energy fields below 200 are opposed to
life, do not support life.
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Our parents and early childhood carers have been induced into embracing living through their minds and
in turn so have we.
Now it is obvious that through our minds we cannot evolve. Further, not only can we not evolve, we are
going further away from our True parents, our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Our education systems at ALL levels are mind dominated. It is one giant, well crafted, institutionalised
process that entrenches all who go through any kind of education will be led to live in the manner that the
evil ones orchestrated and have had imposed upon humanity these past 200,000 years.
Now, a few have broken the cycle and will lead the way. Living Feelings First will be the foundations of
all subject materials for all aspects of every educational subject and program. A huge task, but who wants
to be limited in their potential, let alone be sent on a pathway to an impenetrable glass ceiling from which
they will need to retrace their steps from and begin again in a truth loving direction?
As the mind way of living has its ceiling in reason, peaking at 499 on the Map of Consciousness, then you
can see why even the most developed nations are struggling with massive social issues.
As individuals experience living feelings first, embracing the revelations that have unfolded in response to
this leadership, they do experience things being done through them and even things are done as if it is them,
it is not the mind in control, it is the persons true self expressing itself through the physical. It is amazing
and wonderful – and unexplainable!
Women are closer to their feelings than men, well most men, okay, some men. Generally, it is understood
that women will lead the way and that is just great.

This is the pathway for the balance between the sexes is to emerge. There is no need for women to
overwhelm men through mind orientated careers. Who wants to limit themselves in that way anymore?
Further, who wants to kowtow to the whims of the evil ones and the hidden controllers? The hidden
controllers on Earth are the heads of a small number of extremely wealthy families, mainly from within
Europe and some from United States of America. In most nations they have their subordinate servants who
are often referred to as ‘deep state’. Secret societies are the arms and networks that the hidden controls
‘recruit’ their subordinates from and place them into key second rung power positions to manipulate and
deliver their goals. They have been successfully working this pattern for hundreds of years.
The educations system is manipulated in the same way. The students of pre-school, then primary, secondary
and high school are subjected to teachers who are unknowingly trained to a contrived agenda. The higher
education and universities are also part of an overarching pier group control; lecturer, associate professor,
professor, up to the chancellor. In two countries we have found psychology lecturers, professors and high
level educators in that field simply will not consider that childhood suppression and repression needs to be
universally addressed. Living Feelings First is just not to be entertained, let alone researched. The parents
send their children to university and pay fees – they cannot confront parents with truth!
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Truth, until now, has been ‘rationalised’ by the
mind. The mind cannot discern what truth is. The
mind is addicted to untruth as well as control over
the environment, others and the personality to
which it is associated with – you and me!
My personal experience is that through the mind,
assumptions are generally about 98% flawed and
in error. The 2% accuracy is from flukes!
You may listen to endless ‘debates’ and
discussions that may go on for hours and the
mental hijinks are pathetically insane.
When you quietly sit there and use kinesiology
muscle testing you can resolve what the answer to
what is being debated in seconds – well minutes in
some cases.
You may wonder why this is not generally known.
Dr David R Hawkins published Power vs Force in
1995. Well, it does not suit people that want to keep
secrets. Further, the process is free – you cannot
make a profit out it!
What is true and what is false can be determined in
seconds. You do not have to read the material,
document, book or see the movie – you can calibrate the level of truth of anything in seconds. Not only
can you determine if something is in truth or not true, but also the level of that truth. You can calibrate of
book, then its chapters, then page by page, paragraph, line, whatever you feel is needed by you.
A few of us followed the secret process of the election of a pope for the Roman Catholic Church. We
determined who the front runners were, if the round of voting had a resolution, then down to the final two,
who they were, then who won, and then who voted for him and who didn’t. We had our answers before
the black then white smoke came out of the chimney. It is not difficult, you can do it.
The focus here on ‘assumptions’ is that a great deal of what we live our lives by is based on assumptions.
All of these assumptions can now be revisited and the restructuring that will follow will be all embracing.
Some notes were kept by one of the Apostles during Jesus of Nazareth’s public ministry. Some writings
did follow a decade or more after Jesus’ assassination. Then the copy, rewriting and then political
interventions followed upon the 300 or so pages that make up the New Testament of the Bible. Learned
men then added their assumptions. All of the cannon laws, dogmas, creeds, rituals and practices of the
Roman Catholic church are peppered with assumptions – truth has left them a long time ago.
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Education processes are complex and
subject to rapid change such as during
a coronavirus, Covid-19 type global
pandemic.
We look at the average retention rates
for lectures, reading and audio-visual,
5%, 10% and 20% respectively.
Universities spend multi-millions on
their auditoriums and yet only 5%
retention from a lecture!
Practice by Doing, 75%, Teach
Others 90%, and Natural Self
Expression is a 100% retention rate.
Presently there is no understanding of
what natural self-expression is
because it is via Living Feelings First.

Natural Self Expression

100%

Again, this is another important review of the education process. And again, it is for the benefit of females
as well as males. The females will lead the way as they are typically closer to their feelings.
As with the embracement of ‘assumption’ making has undermined growth by humanity, so have the option
of processes of teaching stymied education. This is a time for total overhaul of education systems and they
need to be led by major universities and education authorities involving every country worldwide.
The empathy of a teacher for a student is the bridge to joyful and vibrant subject engagement from drudgery.
A teacher, both male and female, who embraces his feelings, becomes sensitive to his or her students
feelings. This is when a teacher becomes a teacher!
It is this empathy between teacher and student that is
ever so important. There needs to unfold a very
personal interaction between the student and educator.
Even when remote learning is conducted via the
internet or other electronic means, teacher aids need
to be personally involved, to be available to interact
and assist the student through the learning process.
It is for this reason that ‘massive open online courses’
(MOOC) have not been as successful as anticipated.
The completion rates for courses commenced has
been poor.
It is our nature that we are not meant to be alone – and we never are! We have with us at all times a pair
of nature spirits, a pair of spirit guides, a pair of angels and our indwelling spirit. Now that the Rebellion
and Default has formerly ended on 31 January 2018, for those who are sensitive and embrace Feeling
Healing with our Heavenly Parents Love, we may find we can now interact with them!
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Also, it is through these many layers of connectivity that a seemingly impenetrable restrictive control is
structured over and around every child coming into this world. Governments of all levels impose controls
that are enforced through legal systems that are in tandem with education systems that reach down from the
highest perches of teaching down through the universities and schools into every home. And with them are
the tens of thousands of religious organisations. Special vocations such as psychologists and psychiatry
avoid confronting parents for their direct roles of suppression and repression of a child’s true self, their real
personality. The charade of having a child function in a manner that the parents impose upon him or her is
endorsed and supported from the moment of conception all the way through to the grave by these multiple
layers of control, all kowtowing unknowingly to the whims of the Evil Ones, through their hidden
controllers and subordinates.
If that is not bad enough, then you have the special treatment of the girls. They are further restricted in
their education opportunities. They are to be mothers. They are considered as having no say in leadership
roles. They apparently have no need of education past the skills needed to run the home.
Well gentlemen, us men are wrong. One of them is our soulmate, the other half of the one soul that you
are emanating from. They not only have the right to every educational opportunity that they may desire,
BUT they have a greater need than we as a male. The mother of the child has a far greater influence and
role in supporting the emerging personality that the young child is developing throughout its forming years.
The mother is the authority and power behind the child. The mother’s need for education far exceeds that
of the male.
Society is being unrelentingly being remoulded by mothers through their children.
Kindly consider the chart headed “Parents” and note that all the influences upon a child emerge as the social
ills and skills throughout every society and community throughout the world. This time in the history of
humanity is a time for a total demolition of all the norms, that have suppressed humanity for aeons, to be
discarded and new self-expressions of truth be embraced. This is to come through the feelings of women!
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Presently, because we don’t want to see the truth of our rebelliousness, we live using our mind to pretend
that mostly we’re okay, passing our delusion and truth-denial onto our children. Teaching them how to
block out their bad feelings so those feelings won’t let them see the truth of themselves and their unloving
relationships with their parents and family, filling them full of mind controlling beliefs and unloving selfbehaviour, just as our parents did to us. And so the Rebellion against Truth is passed on one generation to
another.
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So what is it that we are to be free to learn?














That every aspect of life on Earth is presently structured for us to live in Rebellion and Default.
That our true personality given to us by our Heavenly Mother and Father is over shadowed by the
personality that is imposed upon us by our physical mother and father who are in and of the Rebellion
and Default.
That the injuries imposed upon us by our physical parents and carers are the cause of all our illnesses,
our pains, our discomforts, our disputes with others and all that causes us misery and disappointment.
That all of these issues stem from following the overarching teachings of the Rebellion and Default
so that we live through our minds and suppress our soul-based feelings.
Our soul-based feelings are always in truth. All that we need to know is within us and that comes out
through our feelings should we allow them to lead us through our physical life.
Our mind cannot discern truth from falsehood, our mind is addicted to untruth and our mind is
addicted to control of others, both people and the environment.
It is the embracement of our feelings, our soul-based feelings and then using our minds to
implement what our feelings are leading us to accept and do, this is how we are to live. We are
to live Feelings First.
We are to fully and freely engage in our feelings and explore all aspects of our feelings while longing
for the truth of them.
We are to long for the truth of our feelings, both good and bad, and to express to a close companion
what our feelings are revealing to us.
We are to allow our true personality, the personality that our Heavenly Mother and Father gave us
and know us to be, to be freely and fully embraced and expressed.
We are to heal ourselves of our childhood suppression and repression by expressing all our injuries
to a close companion by talking those bad feelings and emotions out of us, slowly shedding the false
persona that has been imposed upon us by our physical parents and childhood carers.
We are to become free to be who we truly are. Feeling Healing, though painful and difficult in the
process, is the freedom pathway so that all can see the brilliance of who we truly are and the joy of
being our true uninhibited selves.
We are to heal ourselves of all the imposts of the Rebellion and Default. We are to embrace our
Heavenly Mother and Father’s Love, Their Divine Love. Through our Feeling Healing with Divine
Love we will be able to live as Celestials here in the physical and bring about the humanity on Earth
that was intended to unfold.
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The CHILD is to FREELY EXPRESS ITSELF:

Messages from Mary and Jesus

13 May 2003

Mary Magdalene:
“The greatest gift you can give your child, is allowing it to be freely able to express itself, helping it
to feel good about being able to say and express and communicate all it feels. THERE IS NOTHING
BETTER FOR A CHILD TO FEEL THAN KNOWING ITS PARENTS COMPLETELY WANT IT
TO BE EXACTLY HOW IT FEELS IT WANTS TO BE. To be completely unconditionally accepted
for all that it is. Then it feels loved.”
POTENTIAL to BENEFIT your CHILD through your own FEELING HEALING:
This steps down each seven years as the child matures

From conception to
From 8 to age 14
From 15 to age 21
From 22 to age 28
age 6 or 7
As we heal, we directly heal our children similarly.
The Indwelling Spirit arrival for the child around age 6 or 7 starts their independence.

New Feelings Way: learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad, at all times, and to long for the truth of them.

By living true to ourselves true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.

The Golden rule is: Never interfere with another’s will.
To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling
Healing so as to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine Love, then
one is also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept
and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst
longing for the truth they are to show us.

Important recommended reading is:

by James Moncrief

The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my‐free‐books‐and‐free‐padgett‐messages.html ALSO at
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20‐
%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Rejected%20Ones%20via%20James%20Moncrief.pdf
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Paramount is the full development of the understanding of all that is our Childhood Suppression and
Repression:

The whole human race is suffering from repressed childhood and mind control.
HUMANITY is within a kind of dormancy, or even more like a stupor!
“We, all of humanity, have been reduced to the barest of self-expression, having
been reduced to the least creative life we can all live, that which the Earth is
currently reflecting with everything and everyone trying to be the same. The
pressure to keep going this way is to end. Steadily the pressure to go the
opposite way, to increase creative expression, and this is not only meant through
the creative arts, but in every aspect of life, socially, collectively and
individually, is going to open things out enormously. It’s going to be an
explosion of light, that which is to end the darkness, something that’s never
been seen before.
“It’s the light in our souls, it’s the light that comes from the truth we are to be living that will change us –
that changes us all – light from our soul. If one applies themselves to their Healing, thereby ending
their unconscious self-denial, they will as they Heal, change and start expressing all the buried
attributes, characteristics and talents, any natural part of themselves that’s been denied because of
their unloving parenting. We are nothing like how we should be due to our self-denial. So many people
are living completely false lives, so when they become true, they will almost be the complete opposite to
how they have been.
“We are to be alive and vital, real expressions of our soul, to be living fully Healed lives as Celestials while
living on Earth. Continually coming to terms with all we have been through, we all take a long time to
integrate and understand it all, but we will virtually be New People.
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“We on Earth are used to our anti-self-conditions. For the people who knew
us before Healing, we will seem like completely different people, although
with the same basic personality traits and characteristics. However, all the
self-hating, denying patterns and consequential behaviour will be gone, with
all our loving self being expressed. We are all but the living dead, whereas
the Healed are the living living. And there’s a huge difference.
“We and those who are Healed are like chalk and cheese, we can’t relate to them anymore, and they
certainly can’t relate to us. Healing is taking someone who was all but crippled right the way through
their childhood and undoing all that retardation within them. Doing one’s Healing is changing the
whole programming of every structure within us, all in keeping with getting older and naturally ageing with
our mind and feeling systems ageing as well, working right down on the deepest will levels, it all changing,
all to rid each of us of our wrongness and make us become right. It’s a huge undertaking.
“Yet it all follows on, it’s not like you’ll be so different from the old you that may
as well not have existed, it’s all there, all the new you to become, with only
snippets currently being exercised and expressed, with the rest of you in a kind
of dormancy, or even more like a stupor.
“Once you have finished your own Healing, you’ll be like a new person.”
Notes derived from Celestial Nanna Beth 20 – 23 April 2018
Consequently, psychology, health and humanities topics are to be the leaders to refocus our way of living
towards Living Feelings First and embracing Feeling Healing.
Pascas University is to have physical campuses in south east Queensland, Australia; New Delhi, India,
Russia, Africa. South Americas and elsewhere as appropriate. Pascas University is to have a virtual campus
worldwide and an initial campus target of one million.
All students may be full paying students, HOWEVER the range of scholarships and bursaries are to be
extensive. Students from within impoverished and disadvantaged families may be provided the opportunity
for assistance that extends beyond education. Support may extend further to housing, food and employment
opportunities.
As the education system is historically hierarchical, then Pascas University may then be the pathway to
open Chaldi College technical and further education (TAFE) facilities, high schools, middle school, primary
schools and pre-school facilities, all focusing upon the NEW FEELINGS WAY.
Health and healing concepts are to be refocused from suppression of symptoms to enabling the healing of
the underlying cause. This has never occurred previously in the history of humanity as it had not been
revealed – now it is. We are all to be empowered in the understanding of healing ourselves, should we so
please.
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Medical sciences are yet to recognise the spirit body, and in particular, its etheric body. The etheric body
is the bridge between the energy fields of the spirit body and the physical body. It is the etheric body that
is the template for the physical body. The physical body looks like the spirit body. When a person ‘dies’
they find themselves more alive than ever. When you awaken in your spirit body, you will find yourself
looking just how you did in the physical, maybe a little younger and without blemishes and deformities.
You may pinch yourself and your spirit body will feel as tactile to you in spirit as your physical body did
while you were alive. Life in spirit goes on unabated in much the same environment as you lived.
Illness arises through our spirit body. Viruses emerge through the etheric body and take residence within
the physical body within host cells. This is why childhood suppression and repression is the incubator of
all illness that we experience throughout our physical lives.
Should phsycologists and psychiatrists be allowed to deeply investigate childhood suppression and
repression in their university and in their work experience, then we may see a giant leap forward for
mankind in the understanding of health and medicine.
Pascas University is to develop campuses within numerous nations and facilitate the development and
discemination of all these understandings. It is to target for an overall campus of one million students
throughout its global network of universities and auxiliary educational centres.

It is via the spirit etheric
body that emotional issues
and viruses emerge in the
physical body as illness.

Negative emotional
issues lodged and
encrusting the soul
then manifest in the
spirit body, and
subsequently emerge
as pains and illnesses
in the physical body.
SOUL

SPIRIT BODY

Etheric;
the state
between
energy and
matter.
MATERIAL BODY

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html

Library Downloads – Pascas Papers
All papers may be freely shared. The fortnightly mailouts are free to all, to be added into the
mailout list, kindly provide your email address.
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CHALDI COLLEGE – EDUCATION:

Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven and James 28 July 2017

James: John has been wondering about how to set up schools and
schooling under a tree, in keeping with it all being opposite to
what we’re all used to, can you give him any suggestions or point
him in the direction he should look?
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: These are some ideas he can
consider – just suggestions John, we won’t say it has to be this or
that way, as you know, it’s for you to work things out. So
basically, what would you like John – how would you have liked
school to be?
Schooling is voluntary. It should be made to be something
children want to do, not something that’s forced on them.
It should be fun, as in keeping the whole focus on making them feel good about all they are doing. Not
artificially praising them or praising them over their peers, but just supporting and being personal with
them, allowing them to respond and find their own way.
It should not be separated into classes based
on age. Classes should involve all ages, for
example, the younger ones can learn and
watch and be helped by the older ones, but
not forcing the older ones to help the younger, all voluntary and what would naturally
happen, more like in a big loving family rather than segregated because of age or
whatever. Perhaps the 5, or less, to 10 in one group, 11 to 16 in another.
Teachers are to be able to deal with children of all ages, and work to allow the student
to progress at the students own pace. Special or extra schooling can be provided when
necessary to students that want more.
The subjects should all be practically oriented. Everything offered and so accepted voluntarily. Reading,
writing and basic arithmetic, all so as to help the child deal with the real world. Other subjects like
psychology – morals and ethics, love and friendship, acceptance and tolerance of ALL feelings, particularly
bad ones, resolving disagreements, expressing feelings and yet not necessarily acting on them – particularly
the bad ones, all based around how to respect and treat other people how you’d like to be treated. And how
if you hurt by infringing upon another's will, then you will have to suffer that same amount of hurt, either
now or in spirit. And about the Feeling Healing, what happens when you feel bad feelings, how to look to
your feelings for their truth, so as to grow in understanding of yourself, nature, life, other people, and God
– the whole spiritual aspect, including the Divine Love and Mother and Father – yet no religious
indoctrination. The history, culture, place in the world. How to integrate with the modern world,
computers, phones, internet, etc. Sport, play, arts, creative lessons and involvement. How to live and
respect nature, the natural world, the environment, hygiene, natural health, sex, contraception, abortion and
so on – about the person, the body, things to dispel myth and falseness, general science. Trades, technical
work, hands on experience – building stuff, ways to use one’s mind to do what one wants to do.
Duration of classes, half a day, longer when older for those wanting to learn more, homework voluntary
and at the child's initiative – wanting to do it.
School is just part of life, not separate to life. Part of the family, tribe, society, not separate from it.
Inclusion of other adults, parents, family members, as aides, helpers, teachers, together with professional
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teachers. Lots of people, and in particular older people (who also have the time), are natural teachers and
should be encouraged even though they've not been specifically trained. One can only learn a certain
amount being taught to be a teacher, yet in reality, very few trained teachers have any real natural feeling
for it. The more the 'teacher' makes their pupil feel the pupil is the important one, and the teacher is only
there to help them if they need their help, and not to stuff it down their throats whether they like it or not,
is where to begin. And how a child of differing ages learns, is as varied as the children themselves. So the
more 'teachers' the better, and that means the child can gravitate to the 'teacher' that best suits them, rather
than having to spend a whole year with someone you hate and you feel hates you.
University for higher learning, full on, voluntary, free, all information on any subject available with
competent teachers. So the student can excel should they want to.
It all being with the focus on the person, offering those things which they can try and see if they like. Things
that will help them in the world; and how to be a person living true to themselves – true to their own
feelings; and how to respect another as one respects oneself.
James: Nanna Beth, John would like any comments on the Council of Elders continuing to contact people
on Earth after he’s croaked it.
Nanna Beth: It’s as James said, there will be an increasing number of people opening up to us Celestials
for all sorts of help, once they understand who we are and how we can help. So yes John, there will always
be some main people on Earth we’ll work with. And should it all keep needing to move along with one
entity in control, such as what you’re starting out with, then yes, that is how we’ll engineer it. Should it
break up or be broken up into many entities, then we’ll be ready for and going with that. As much as we
say we are in control, we mean that we are in control instead of the mind spirits. But still we are to work
with humanity, in as much as humanity leads and we augment.
James: And Nanna Beth, I thought I’d ask you about the Religion of Feelings, as John is against a religion
of any sort because of all that religions have done to us all, do you have any thoughts on it?

Feelings First Spirituality, New Feelings Way
Nanna Beth: It’s all up to you James, what you want. Of course you’re not wanting to go and instigate yet
another religion in which people have to adhere to a set of rules because you know what will happen to
that, any rules allowing people and their controlling agendas to take control over others, is something
to be avoided at all times. However the notion of a ‘religion’, and one based on feelings, with no fixed
agenda, no rules, just founded on truths, will allow people to have some sort of structure to relate to should
they need that, but one in which they are entirely free to do whatever they feel based on their feelings. And
with the Feeling Healing and Soul Healing being at its core, then those people intent on that will be able to
work on themselves and it won’t matter to them whether they are part of something or not.
As you understand, some people will like the idea, others won’t like the word religion and will want to do
it alone, so do whatever you feel you want to do. We don’t call it anything over here other than Our Healing,
yet we all had embraced the Divine Love before we began our Healing, however potentially that won’t be
so for a lot of people on Earth, and to say that people have to embrace the Divine Love to do their Healing
would cancel out a large amount of people and is putting a rule in place, which doesn’t need to be there and
would only get in the way.
So to call it a Religion and yet to make it as free as you are intending James, is something for you to decide
for yourself, which really just gets down to using the word religion. And I know it appeals to you because
it is a religion that is not a religion, yet more a true religion of truth than any of the existing religions are,
so you’re showing up those religions for the untruth that they are.
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Anyway, it’s what you want to do James, it’s not for us to say one way or the other. And you will do what
you want to do, you’ll hear people's complaints or if they like the idea, weigh it all up, and still do what
you want to do.
James: So you don't force or coerce anyone to do anything they don't want to do. Because who wants to
be treated that way – no one!
(Nanna Beth is John’s grandmother)
Feelings First is a way of living without any dogmas, creeds, rituals, cannon laws, hierarchy or
controls of any kind.
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Natural Self Expression

100%

Natural Self Expression is the greatest educator! Allowing our feelings to be expressed to a close
companion is the greatest education process there is. And by expressing our soul-based truth from your
soul-based feelings; allowing truth to be embraced and shared with a companion is how to heal yourself of
your childhood suppression and repression.
Adults and children are capable of instructing and assisting each other in how to discover their true
personality, slowly and progressively healing themselves of their childhood repression, their imposts from
the Rebellion and Default that has now ended after 200,000 years.

We are to express our feelings, both good and bad, at all times,
and to long for the truth of them.
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One to One Sharing:
Talk it out with a buddy what happened
with you yesterday or over the weekend.
Was it fun? Was it not? Was it a bother?
Why do you feel it was that way for you?
Say to your friend whatever comes up in
how you feel about what happened for you.
Then listen to your friend share his/ her
day / days and what she / he experienced.
Then ask your friend to talk again later.

Junior school classroom
with a student assisting
students to form into pairs
and discuss their feelings
about their experiences.

Consider this – when was it that a doctor, a medical practitioner or professional health carer told you what
was the underlying cause of a discomfort, pain or illness?
Your mind is spirit body located. Your mind connects through your spirit body brain to your physical body
brain. Your physical body brain is a ‘dumb computer terminal’ to use an analogy. ALL mental illness
emanates from within your spirit body mind. ALL mental illness is generated from childhood suppression
and repression injuries – emotional injuries imposed upon us through the injuries of our physical mother
and father’s personal injuries as well as from other carers
Your Feelings tell you
during our childhood.
The scientific training of
Truth – not that thing!
professional medical doctors and health carers does not
recognise the existence of the spirit body let alone the
imposts of parents’ emotional injuries imposed upon their
children. Health sciences are barely seeing through the
surface skin of the physical body let alone into the spirit
body – so their treatment is all about suppression of the
pain – not addressing the cause which remains
unaddressed.
So why is that ancient childhood upbringings were more open to feelings through embracing play for
children whereas the education systems worldwide prevent children from freely playing – which is practice
in doing, teaching others and natural self-expression – true teaching?
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NEW WAY
FEELINGS
Diverse Family

Environments

Childhood

Suppression

Childhood

Repression

Learning to live
true to ourselves
by living true to
our feelings
Feelings First in
all we do –
education thru
to commerce
Sanctuary Village
Feeling Healing
community
1,000 residents
Feeling Healing
with
Divine Love is
Soul Healing …
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LEARNING for ETERNITY:
The journey that we are
on and the life we are to
live is a never ending
adventure of learning.
We may gaze at the stars
in wonder for they are
homes to our
neighbouring humanities.
While we live through
and worship our minds
then we will stagnate.

PARADISE
Home to our Heavenly Mother and Father

We are to progress through NEBADON,
our Local Universe, and then onwards - -

This time in history is the
Great U-Turn.
We will now embrace our
soul-based feelings, the
truth within us, and have
our minds follow. Not the
other way as it has been
throughout the Rebellion
and Default with the
mind suppressing our
feelings and we being in
denial of our condition.
Through our feelings we
will put aside the
limitations and barriers
that our mind restricts us
to. We will discover the
wonder of ourselves and
our amazing potential.
We will recognise that
females and males are
equal and are truly
partners in all we do.
We will discover that one
soul manifests TWO
personalities, one female
and one male, and that
our true partner is our
other half of our soul!
We will become free!

SATANIA – System
Earth is #606 of 619 humanities.
Celestial Heavens Spheres

Healing
Mansion
Worlds
Earth’s
humanity
Mind Mansion Worlds
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ONE SOUL orchestrates TWO PERSONALITIES, ONE FEMALE and ONE MALE – ALWAYS:
The brain is not the origin of the mind, as science and medicine has believed, but the other way around.
The mind controls the brain. The brain is activated by the mind’s intention and not vice versa. However,
it is our mind that is to be subordinate to our feelings, not the other way around as we have embraced for
the last 200,000 years. Our mind is to follow the guidance and promptings of our feelings and support and
implement such feelings as they occur. Our feelings emanate from our soul and are always in truth.
“The soul is not in the mind. The mind and brain are merely attributes of it. They are parts of you, your
soul has brought into Creation, so that you as a personality can experience love. Those in the natural love
spirit worlds do not know of the soul and its true nature, because they are not partaking of the Divine Love
thereby becoming soul-conscious. They continue to believe it does exist, because others and I have said it
does, so they have woven beliefs around what they believe it to be. And as I said, they will get a great shock
when their soul begins to wake them up wanting the love of its Parents, for they will realise how much time
they have spent denying themselves, when they could have been actively praying each day to the Mother
and Father for Their Love.”
Messages from Mary and Jesus – Jesus 11 April 2003
Physical /
material body
Brain
Spirit /
etheric body
Mind
Soul + Spirit
Combination
Senses
Desires
Memory
Passions
Intention
Free Will
Emotions
Creativity
Awareness
Personality
Aspirations
Intelligence
Consciousness
The Real You
is your Soul!
Our Soul
orchestrates
everything!

ONE SOUL = TWO
PERSONALITIES
The two personalities
from the one soul are
eternally compatible
once they are healed
of their Rebellion
and Default.

Soul

Spirit
Physical
Body
Body
One Soul = Two Personalities

The capabilities and
potentialities of every
individual personality
is only limited by their
childhood suppression
and repression. Once
we heal, then our selfexpression will reveal
our true selves.
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DIMENSIONS of ONE’S EXISTENCE:
Our SOUL IS NOT ENSOULED IN OUR SPIRIT BODY. Our soul exists existentially in a whole different
level or plane or place or dimension of being – ‘soul land’. It doesn’t exist in Creation, it’s not experiential
like Creation is. The soul, all souls, help create their part of Creation by expressing their personalities into
Creation, and then by having their personalities do things (further create) in Creation.
SOUL exists existentially

Our Physical Body and our Spirit Body are of
Creation, being linked together by cords of light as are
the two spirit bodies, male and female, to the one Soul.

One’s unique personality is soul based. Our unique soul
expresses its unique personality through the two spirit bodies
and physical bodies expressing both the male and female aspects.
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The
Celestial Truth:
Truly all-loving;
Living true to oneself;
Mind supporting Feelings;
Living with the Divine Love;
Fully Healed of the Rebellion and Default.

THE FEELING WAY
Feeling – Ascendance
Unlimited progression
 Living true to your untruth;
 Honouring all your bad feelings;
 Expressing feelings to uncover their
truth;
 Healing the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling unloved; being unloving;
 Feeling as bad as you can feel;
 Feeling like you are no one special;
 Longing for the Divine Love.

CHOICE is OURS to MAKE:

THE MIND WAY
Mind – Transcendence
Limited progression
 Enlightenment, Nirvana, feeling allloving;
 All false, mind-contrived. Anti-truth,
anti-love;
 Still evolving the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling and believing you are the
Superior One;
 Living with your mind in control of
your feelings;
 Living rejecting all your bad feelings;
 Living with your mind contriving you
feel loved;
 Rejecting the Divine Love.

All religions, New Age, agnostic,
atheists, no spiritual interest,
Living the Rebellion and Default.

Hell:
Exploiting the Rebellion and Default.
The Feelings are the doer; the Mind the teller. So we are to go with our feelings, which we
can’t be told to do with our mind. So the longing for the Divine Love, doing our Healing by
expressing our feelings and longing for their truth, are all feelings and doing it with longing.
Whereas the mind just wants to tell us what to do and how to be, no feelings in it, all how our
parents have treated us.
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Our FEELINGS are our SUPREME GUIDES:
Feelings are what guide us through our ascension of
truth. So they are really our Supreme Guides. Many
people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all right there already
built in – in our feelings. We just have to submit to them, allowing them to take us where they will,
expressing all the parts we want to express, letting the emotion drive that expression if it’s there to
be expressed, or just talking about all we feel and how feeling that feeling is making us feel – or, how
we feel about having that feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our feelings. Longing for the truth
of our feelings is really: Longing for the truth of our self, because: we are our feelings. So life stirs
up our feelings, we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are feeling, always feeling; and when we
work out what and why we are feeling what we are, so then we know the truth of how we are. And
over time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands our understanding of ourselves, all being
driven from our feelings.
Kevin, 1st Celestial Heaven: 26 Sep 2017 (John’s brother-in-law)

Using our feelings to uncover the whole truth of our negative or anti-truth and antilove state.
Kevin, 1st Celestial Heaven: So whilst we’re of an untrue state, then all we have got to help us
understand why we feel bad, why we are wrong, why we are negative and anti-love and truth, is our
feelings. So if we focus on our bad feelings, they will lead us to the truth of why we’re feeling
bad. Which will be the truth of what happened to us to make us be this wrong way, and how we took
on the wrong way and keep it going making us feel bad.

Note: The vital difference between emotion and feeling is that emotions
have their roots in the past, and feelings relate to the present moment.
Emotions represent our feelings which were not previously expressed, and
these accumulate with time.
Note: Our feelings are soul-based. Our soul is always in truth. It is
our soul based feelings, that when allowed to be freely recognised, we
will begin to express and be who we are. This takes time and
perseverance as we have encrusted our souls with layers upon layers
of errors and false beliefs, it is these layers that will confuse the truth
that our soul is conveying to us. Only by our progression with our Feeling Healing will our soul’s
expression of truth become clear and free of all cloudiness and contamination.
“What our soul needs in accordance with our own, individual, Soul-Light-Plan-Of-Destiny (your life’s
true destiny plan), They, being our Mother and Father, will give you as required. The only way we can
know truly what we need is to honour and follow our true feelings. They, springing from our soul, literally
telling us what we need, and so when we genuinely feel we need something, we apply our will to get it.
The hard part is knowing if our feelings are true, and until we have done our whole soul-healing, they won’t
be clear and totally true.”
James – Introduction Course to Divine Love Spirituality
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My SOUL manifests TWO PERSONALITIES!
When we heal ourselves of our childhood
suppression and repression, we THEN may
become able to recognise who our soulmate is.
While we remain living through our minds and
not living feelings first and expressing our
feelings as they arise, both good and bad, we
remain bound in our rebellious nature that
humanity has been in these past 200,000 years,
rebelling against our soul and consequently our
soulmate.
Many will be astounded at how abusive and
unloving they may have been to their soulmate
who is to be their companion for all of eternity,
for their journey together to our Heavenly
Parents.
The injuries and errors that we are infused with during our early childhood forming years are the
foundations of our social ills and physical illness that arise throughout our adult life.
We now know that through Living Feelings First and engaging with our Feeling Healing that all
these issues may be put aside. No other pathway or process can achieve this.
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WOMEN and GIRLS’ EDUCATION
Education for girls and women is a key focus of our agenda. Writing the overarching principals of
this is an amazing oversight.
The shift is not to create boys out of girls and have all the social ills and pressures simply switch
gender.
It is to create freedom that is a true expression of our individual personalities and feelings. This
has never been done before, let alone recognised as to how the education system is to be refocused.
Someone that the world admires and who has had a ‘high’ education has this to say:

JOHN F KENNEDY 29 May 1917 – 22 November 1963

Saturday, 28 October 2017

John (JFK) – 3rd Celestial Heaven: “So it was organised, as I was told by my
attending spirits, that through a secret branch of the CIA (Central Intelligence
Agency) my life would end, with it being blamed on a ‘patsy’, the story which
you were reading about. Lee Harvey Oswald was innocent, he was set up,
given a story about one thing and then next thing he knew he was accused of
killing me, and then before he knew what was happening, as of course he was
told he’d be protected and looked after if he went along with it – they’d set it
up to ‘disappear’ him, which they did, but a bit more than what he was
expecting, with Lee finding himself over here in spirit with me. We met, and
he apologised to me saying that it wasn’t him, telling me all about his side of
it, as we both recovered from the shocking way we’d been treated and how our
lives had ended.
So I got on with my new spirit life, and quickly through family, came to understand about the division in
the Mansion Worlds concerning those spirits wanting to carry on living with their rebellious minds in
control of themselves, or doing your Healing by looking to your feelings for their truth and embracing the
Divine Love, as you are revealing James. And I followed my relatives, some of who were Celestials, and
started my Healing. And so here I am, resident in the third Celestial sphere, myself now a Celestial spirit
having healed myself of my rebellious ways.
Through my Healing years, and it took me about fifteen years to complete it, I took little interest in
what was happening on Earth, but became far more interested in what was happening over here in spirit,
which is infinitely more exciting than the meddling of secret agencies and all their secret workings with the
hidden controllers who run Earth.
And now through what we’re doing in relation to all you (James) and Marion are doing, so I’m actually
having far more impact on these hidden controllers than I would have been able to do by being the
President. Now, as you understand, we Celestials are in the process of taking over power from the mind
spirits, so the hidden controllers’ days are numbered, with the breaking down of their controlling ways
starting to happen. We Celestials are involved now in all aspects of humanity on Earth, having recently
been given almost a free hand in how to influence things so as to bring about the necessary changes that
will eventually result in humanity being freed from its imprisonment, free from the controllers, both on the
mind world levels in spirit and their counterparts on Earth, which will allow everyone to freely choose to
do their Healing. Things are to change, so as the truth about the Healing becomes known, then systems
will be put in place to allow people to get on and heal themselves, with nothing of the sort currently being
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made available, and with all what you are having to do James, coping with the government requirements
and obligations you have to fulfil so as to survive, needing the governments help because you have been
rendered incapable of normal work due to your parental influences, being done away with, allowing people
to concentrate on Healing themselves.
Oh, how much we all learn through our Healing, about ourselves and
how wrong we have it all on Earth. However it is as it’s meant to be,
yet thankfully that is now all starting to change. It’s a huge wheel that
has been mired in mud for aeons, but now it is perceptibly beginning
to move. And with the continued ‘weight’ of us Celestials behind it,
that movement will only gather pace. For as you understand, the
Rebellion and Default are over, so humanity can only work to heal
itself now.
So that is my story, I have met my soulmate and we are fully in love with each other, my life on Earth long
gone and now just a lot of memories, which mostly revolve about my early life and how I was unlovingly
parented. So I have nothing to do directly with Earth as in trying to get my way, keeping on trying to be
the ‘loving’ President that I was; no, nothing like that, and most of the spirits I meet don’t even know I was
a President, and when they find out, don’t care. Many of the American spirits who were for me and
supported me, tell me that, and I appreciate their fond feelings for me along those lines, but they go no
further for each of us, because they no longer mean anything for us over here. Our lives are all so vastly
different. In my soulgroup, for example, we have a soulpair who were
ignorant natives from the Amazon, who knew nothing about the greater
world, having no conception of America, let alone her President. They
knew their chief, he was their president, and that was enough for
them. And yet these uneducated and uncultured (compared to my
revolting standards that I grew up in) people, took to their Healing like
so many spirits, and are now every bit my equal, as I am every bit their
equal, for we are in the same soulgroup in the third Celestial sphere.
So James, that is something about my story, and I would welcome and enjoy any questions you might have.
James: I am intrigued by these hidden controllers, so if you wouldn’t mind, could you tell me more about
them in the context of your life and their depriving you of it?
John: Each of the main agencies that were developed by the hidden controllers to ensure things worked
well, which means, in according with their wishes, were set up with various levels of secrecy within them,
with only very few people actually knowing all that goes on. And mostly these controllers are all from
various families who’ve been very successful in business, because of their control, and so know each other,
it all being a very small club, with strict rules of conduct should outsiders be invited in.
You can imagine James, you set up an organisation to do a certain thing. Then that organisation very
quickly needs to have within it a smaller more secretive organisation that ensures the main organisation
works properly. And then you need a smaller still and more secretive group of fewer people controlling
that organisation, and so it goes until there are one, two or three people calling the shots but doing so in
ways that no one really knows they are in control. So coming into such an organisation, unless you are
inducted into it from the beginning and become part of it all, you will never know what’s really going on
and who really calls the shots. And then they all indulge in certain perversions, and they keep records of
such illicit activities on each other, all as protection against you having a change of heart and spilling the
beans. But few of the real controllers do ever leave or break the rules, because it’s their life, it’s what they
love, and would never want to do anything else. They need all that power and couldn’t get it from anywhere
else.
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So I was a loose cannon, I had certain powers as President, and I said I
was going to use them, and so I started to make certain people feel
nervous, and so as a demonstration of their all-powerful ways, I was made
an example of, I was easily removed from the face of the Earth, and in
such fashion being on display for the whole world, and with such glaring
incompetence as setting up Lee and saying he used a weapon that couldn’t
have done what it was said to have done, thereby showing the world there
were multiple assassins, and yet being able to tell the whole world how
the controllers wanted it to be, and no one had any power to call them on
it. It all being blatant lies which so many people can see yet no one can
do anything about it.
James: Ok, so these hidden controllers have all-power, and don’t even have to cover their tracks very well
as we’ve seen lately in Las Vegas with that mass shooting, so how then is someone like Trump supposed
to do anything more than you did? (On the night of 1 October 2017, Stephen Paddock opened fire on a
crowd of concertgoers at the Route 91 Harvest music festival on the Las Vegas Strip in Nevada. Paddock,
a 64-year-old man from Mesquite, Nevada, fired more than 1,100 rounds from his suite on the 32nd floor
of the Mandalay Bay hotel, killing 58 people and leaving 851 injured – over 400 of them by gunfire and
hundreds more in the ensuing panic. The shooting occurred between 10:05 and 10:15 p.m. PDT; about an
hour later, Paddock was found dead in his room from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. His motive remains
unknown.)
John: Trump is part of another secret society who are in competition with those who got rid of me. It
basically consists of the Clinton Bush crime families and Trump’s people, just as you read James. And
because the more dominate ones are losing some of their power because of what we Celestials are doing by
closing down the mind spirit interference, so Trump’s side is finding cracks they can exploit, which is all
part of the breaking down and exposing the illegal goings on. I won’t go into it more for you James, it
concerned every major country and their power elite, some supporting each other, others against, yet with
everything now becoming more fluid, changing every day, with many of the elites beginning to feel
threatened as their god-given power right starts to feel less assured.
Part of what you are going through James is giving up wanting to know about such things any more than
what you already do, and any more than what you can pick up reading your small news reports. However,
really I have come to add my support, for what it’s worth, to what you’ve already been told, that we Celestial
spirits are steadily increasing our control, which is going to force an eventual turn around in the world. The
mind spirits would never help humanity heal itself because they don’t understand what true healing is, so
they blindly carry on the Rebellion and Default. But we Celestials, because we’ve healed ourselves, do
understand, yet also understand that it has to be a gradual process of humanity slowly waking up to the
truth of its wrongness. And for that to happen, certain information needs to be made public so the average
person can see that all they’ve been told really are lies. Certain people think and even know within
themselves that it is, yet still proof needs to be seen, and so that is what is going to happen.
Trump and his group are no better or worse than the other controlling groups of the world, yet he is now in
the ascendant position so he is making things increasingly difficult for his opposition. And we don’t care
which ones we support as such, all so long as how we want it to be come about. And I can state that now,
because as you understand, Earth has been given to us Celestials for us to bring back into alignment with
the true evolution of humanity’s soul, so we spirits from Earth who’ve done our Healing can now get stuck
into helping people on Earth, and those mind spirits when they are ready to consider a new way, as it will
all help those in future who are to incarnate on the world.
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And our Celestial way of doing this is very different from what the world and its controllers are used to
doing, so it might not seem like anything much is happening, yet it is, with those in control believing they
are making the changes and getting what they want, when really they are doing our bidding.
And to those people who might say that controlling humanity is not what Celestials would do, then wait
until you are Celestial yourself and see what work you are asked to do and how much you want to do it, all
so as to end once and for all the appalling effects of the dreaded Rebellion and Default.
We are not dreamy spirits floating around in our beautiful cities in the heavens sitting with God, we’re fully
active in helping save humanity from itself. And this as you understand James, is only a very recent
development, so we’re all feeling our way along in it, seeing just how far we can go and what we can do,
and there will be a lot of work to be done for the next one thousand years (the coming Avonal Age) by all
who do their Healing and want to be involved with this work. And as you also understand, not all Celestials
do, many preferring to move on in their ascent through Nebadon, and that is for them, whereas this now is
for us.
I will go now James. Should you want to speak
with me again I’m more than willing to
talk. Things will settle in your mind – you know how it is; and if we don’t speak again, then you can know
that I am one of the growing army of Healed Celestial spirits that are a finally able to have an active role in
the future of humanity. And humanity has a very long way to go, it is so far removed from the truth of
itself, so there is a lot that needs to be done, and a lot of heavy changes needing to take place.
Thank you for receiving me James – John F. Kennedy, once a President of the United States of America,
now a Celestial spirit.
James: Thank you John. (JFK)”

Now you may be wondering what this all has to do with women and girls’ education.
Hidden controllers have installed the education system with disparity and suppression of females
while subjecting women to being submissive to males who in turn are literally enslaved to the
hidden controllers’ agendas. And this has been the way for the past 200,000 years.
Further, when we come to understand how education should be delivered we recognise the
“revolting standards” when compared to that which is provided for those who live close to nature,
such as within the Amazon jungles, living closer to their feelings and truer to themselves, thus are
more advanced in their education being in truth.
Presently, the world appears to be shifting to educate girls and women whereas it is more of the
same suppression and domination orchestrated by hidden controllers to maintain their eroding
power bases. Nevertheless, at this time being the 2020s, disruptions are opening up avenues for
changes to be adopted and embraced.
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FREE to LEARN:
‘After studying the teachings of these ancient writings, if one were asked, “Where is God’s greatest temple
on Earth?” One should answer: “In the heart of man; the perfect temple for the adoration of God; the perfect
temple for silent meditation and Love; the temple available at all times and in all places, any hour of the
day or night, whether it be in crowded city or desert plain, for the Love and Adoration of the Heavenly and
the temple where man can become at one with the Heavenly (Mother and) Father.” Tell me, what other
temple can fill its place?’
P205 The Children of Mu (Lemuria) by Col James Churchward

Our Heavenly Parents simply desire us to ask for Their Love.
How are we meant to live?
We are to freely express ourselves! We are to be our true selves. We are to follow our feelings. Our
feelings lead us to our soul-based truths! We are to allow the magic, the beauty, the intelligence that we all
have bestowed within our personality to freely flow and to bloom.
We are just incredible beings that are having a physical existence even though we are spirits. Yes, we are
spirit personalities having a physical experience which is added to our uniqueness.
Our individualisation of our personality commences at the moment of our conception into the potential of
a physical life, in our case, here on Earth. From that moment on our soul brings into existence our spirit
body which is also the template of our physical body that is initiated by the commingling of the sperm and
egg of our physical mother and father. Should our embryo proceed to develop and commence pumping
blood, at the moment of the embryo’s first heart beat we are incarnated.

Our life experience on Earth is rather traumatic to say the least – we are born into a spiritual Rebellion and
Default! What a great start to a new adventure. If you are born after 31 January 2018 then it is even more
confusing as the Rebellion and Default are technically and formally over, however no one appears to know.
Better still, no one even knows or understands that such a Rebellion and Default has dominated everyone’s
life experience on Earth for the past 200,000 years! It has been so consuming that even natives in extremely
isolated and remote communities have also been fully embroiled in the Rebellion and Default through the
workings of mind Mansion World spirits infusing the directives of rebelling higher level spirits.
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OUR MIND constricts OUR FEELINGS!
Thousands of years ago, high level spiritual leaders erroneously guided humanity to embrace their minds
as the way to live. Our minds are addicted to untruth, they cannot discern truth from falsehood, and our
minds are addicted to control over others and the environment. We are self-contained. It is our soulbased feelings that we are to allow to surface and guide us. Our minds are to then help us implement
what our feelings are leading us to do and understand. All truth flows from our soul and it is our minds
that are to allow such truths to be accepted and followed, not the way we are now being taught. We are
to live Feelings First.

Spirit Body
Physical
Personal Computer (mind) Body
Dumb
Terminal
(brain)
Soul
Computer Main Frame
(personality)
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TRUTH versus FALSEHOOD:
‘It is an observed fact that even in the ordinary world of human life, the human
mind cannot tell truth from falsehood, even about simple matters. The world
holds an endless array of positions that are arbitrary presumptions and totally
fallacious. One can observe them and respect how they are seen and valued by
others without personally subscribing to them.
‘The mind is dualistic and thus sets up separatist mentations based on arbitrary, hypothetical positionalities
that have no intrinsic reality. The mind thus confuses its own projections and mistakenly assumes that they
have an external, independent existence, whereas, in reality, no such condition exists.
‘Science itself (calibration level in the 400s) has survived relatively intact and unscathed by the assault on
truth. However this has led to the awareness that no major advance in science can occur without a further
understanding of the nature of consciousness itself.
‘Not only is the majority of the content of the average mind fallacious, but it is also programmed to attack
itself with self-hatred, depression, guilt, low self-esteem, envy, greed, conflict and endless misery. These
defects are then projected onto the world as hate, war, violence and genocide. The ego defends its own
limitations with prideful denial, thus becoming its own victim.
‘That the human mind, without help, is unable to tell truth from falsehood due to its own innate structure
and design is so staggering a discovery that it is roughly comparable to the discovery by Copernicus that
caused a cultural shock in the sixteenth century. (Copernicus formulated a model of the universe that placed
the Sun, rather than the Earth at the centre of the universe.) Because this single fact alone is confrontational
to the average mind, it will probably not be welcomed or warmly greeted by those who profit from sophistry
and its illusions.
‘The ego sees Truth as its ultimate enemy. Thus, the ego really uses the mind as camouflage and becomes
hidden in its clever constructions.
‘One’s inner spiritual evolution is of greater value to society than any form of doingness. The level of
compassion radiates out and contributes silently to mankind’s wisdom.
‘A characteristic of the energy field of consciousness is its innate propensity to evolve to higher and higher
levels in order to give expression to the highest potentialities. (This is only possible through the
embracement and living true to one’s feelings, soul-based feelings.) By the time consciousness levels reach
the 500s, and especially in the high 500s, one’s spiritual energy tends to flow in a generalised way and
influences not only subjectivity but perceived experience as well. What is held in mind tends to present
itself almost effortlessly as though by the miraculous.’
Notes from Dr David R Hawkins publications
The main obstacle to man’s development is his lack of knowledge about the nature of his feelings, his soulbased, always in truth, feelings.
The brain is not the origin of the mind, as science and medicine has believed, but the other way around.
The mind controls the brain. The brain is activated by the mind’s intention and not vice versa. However,
it is our mind that is to be subordinate to our feelings, not the other way around as we have embraced for
the last 200,000 years. Our mind is to follow the guidance and promptings of our feelings and support and
implement such feelings as they occur – our soul based feelings of truth!
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While we ignore our feelings, while we treat them as inconsequential, while we worship our minds as the
supreme solution to our potential, we will continue to degrade and present ourselves as being in a stupor –
a gaze of inert functionality – that is the result and objective of controllers of an era that has gone by, that
we have been totally manipulated like puppets on strings.
To put it bluntly, we have been and still are being led up the wrong garden path. We are to embrace our
feelings and allow them to be expressed without qualification. We are personalities being born into a
physical experience and our personalities are sacrosanct – they are our true selves. We are not to adopt a
persona that others try to impose upon us, especially our physical parents. When we suppress our true
personality and try to act in the manner that others want through their control of us, then we have tensions,
stress, confusion, anger, corruption of our innate natural intelligence and this then brings about illness both
mentally and physically as well as all the drama that unfolds throughout our lives.
Those who live through their feelings are also living closer to nature! Through our feelings, while
embracing nature, we are opening up to our highest potential. When we begin to express our feelings, both
good and bad, while longing for the truth of them we are healing ourselves of the injuries imposed upon us,
particularly those injuries during our childhood suppression and repression. By living Feelings First,
embracing Feeling Healing and longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love then we are on the pathway to
potentially living a Celestial life and existence here on Earth.
Any other way of living restrains us to live in a hellish existence. It is that simple!
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A NATION’S or COMMUNITY’S COLLECTIVE SOUL CONDITION:
One’s soul condition has a direct relationship with all facets of living. To grow and improve one’s soul
condition is the greatest gift one can give him or herself as it has universal benefits that last for eternity.
This is achieved by living Feelings First, then by embracing Feeling Healing one is repairing the damage
incurred by the Rebellion and Default that is passed down to us by our parents. Further, by embracing
Divine Love with Feeling Healing we are doing our Soul Healing and progressing towards Celestial status.
Dr David R Hawkins’ development of the Map of Consciousness (MoC) and research with kinesiology
muscle testing observed the overall calibration of consciousness level of many countries. Developed
economies are within the highest brackets. Civil unrest and wars are within the lowest two brackets.
Consider the average life expectancy and per capita income relative to the MoC calibration. Then review
the subsequent table for rate of unemployment, rate of poverty, rate of criminality, and happiness rate ‘life
is okay’:
MoC

No. of
Countries

Average
MoC

Average Life
Expectancy

Per Capita
Income 2013

400s

10

406

78.50

US$46,690

300s

13

331

71.77

US$20,508

200s
High
100s
Low
100s
Below
100

10

232

69.45

US$14,927

18

176

69.00

US$12,283

7

129

61.88

US$6,560

11

66

52.73

US$5,500

212

70

US$13,100

WORLD

Correlation of Levels of Consciousness – Soul Condition – and Society Problems
Level of
Rate of
Happiness Rate
Rate of
Consciousness
Unemployment
Rate of Poverty
“Life is OK”
Criminality
600 +
0%
0.0%
100%
0.0%
500 - 600
0%
0.0%
98%
0.5%
400 - 500
2%
0.5%
79%
2.0%
300 - 400
7%
1.0%
70%
5.0%
200 - 300
8%
1.5%
60%
9.0%
100 - 200
50%
22.0%
15%
50.0%
50 - 100
75%
40.0%
2%
91.0%
< 50
95%
65.0%
0%
98.0%
Note:
The Map of Consciousness (MoC) table is based on the common log of 10. It is not a numeric table.
A calibration increase of 1 point is in fact a
10 fold increase in energy.
A calibration increase of 10 points is in fact a
10,000,000,000 fold increase in energy.
Thus the energy differentials are in fact enormous!
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CONSCIOUSNESS vs LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Level of
Life
Consciousness Expectancy
Years

MoC

Political
Rights &
Civil
Liberties
free
free
free
free
free
free
free
free
free
free

Education
Index
2013
.927
.850
.884
.890
.767
.894
.802
.865
.844
.890
.861

US$43,000
43,100
39,500
44,000
52,700
41,400
62,400
33,200
54,800
52,800
$46,690

5,500
12,100
10,000
9,800

400s

Australia
Canada
Germany
Hawaii
Hong Kong
Netherlands
Singapore
South Korea
Switzerland
United States
400s upwards
average

410
415
400
405
400
405
405
400
400
421
406

80
79
77
80
80
78
80
74
80
77
78.5

300s

Bolivia
Brazil
Central America
China: People’s
Republic
Egypt
Europe
France
Greece
India
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Scandinavia
300s – 399
average

300
300
355
300

64
63
70
71

partly free
free
partly free
not free

.674
.661

350
355
305
300
355
380
355
300
350
331

63
72
78
78
63
79
81
71
80
71.77

not free
free
free
free
free
free
free
partly free
free

.573

Argentina
Iceland
Indonesia
Manchuria
Nepal
New Guinea
Puerto Rico
Russia
Taiwan
Tibet

285
255
215
200
205
202
250
200
295
200

75
79
68
71
58
63
76
67
76
60

free
free
partly free
not free
partly free
partly free
free
not free
free
not free

200s

.610

.816
.797
.473
.790
.808
.638
.684

.783
.847
.603
.694
.452
.376
.780

Per Capita
Income 2013
USD

6,600
34,500
35,700
23,600
4,000
29,600
37,100
15,600
42,500
$20,508

18,600
40,700
5,100
4,000
1,300
2,900
16,300
18,100
39,600
2,300
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High
100s

Low
100s

Turkey
200s – 299
average

245
232

71
69.45

partly free

Balkans
Bosnia
Burma / Myanmar
Cuba
Iran
Israel
Jordan
Kuwait
Middle East
North Korea
Palestine – West
Bank
- Gaza Strip
Saudi Arabia
Sicily
South Africa
Syria
Turkmenistan
Yemen
150s – 199
average

185
180
155
180
190
190
185
190
170
175
185

70
71
55
76
70
79
77
76
67
71
72

partly free
free
not free
not free
not free
free
not free
partly free
not free
not free
not free

185
175
175
190
155
150
160
176

71
68
78
51
68
61
61
69.00

not free
not free
free
free
not free
not free
not free

120
130
125
140
140
140
110
129

67
71
55
61
66
69
37
61.88

90
50
70
55
90
55
90
70
70

46
70
38
47
49
75
52
72
39
57

Iraq
Lebanon
Madagascar
Pakistan
Ukraine
Vietnam
Zambia
100s – 149
average

Below
100
Afghanistan
Algeria
Angola
Congo
Haiti
Libya
Nigeria
Oman
Rwanda
Sudan

.652
.648

.655
.371
.743
.683
.854
.700
.646

.662
.662
.723

15,300
$14,927

6,000
8,300
1,700
10,200
12,800
36,200
6,100
42,100
6,000
1,800
2,900

.695
.553
.679
.339
.639

2,900
31,300
24,000
11,500
5,100
9,700
2,500
$12,283

not free
partly free
partly free
partly free
partly free
not free
partly free

.467
.631
.458
.372
.796
.513
.591
.567

7,100
15,800
1,000
3,100
7,400
4,000
1,800
$6,560

not free
not free
not free
not free
partly free
partly free
partly free
not free
not free
not free

.365
.643
.474
.511
.374
.698
.425
.603
.478
.306

1,100
7,500
5,700
400
1,300
11,300
2,800
29,800
1,500
2,600
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Uganda
Zimbabwe
Below 100
average

40
50
66

43
38
52.17

World Worldwide

212

70

partly free
not free

.479
.500
.488

1,400
600
$5,500

US$13,100

The Map of Freedom reflects the findings of Freedom in the World 2014, which rates the level of
political rights and civil liberties in 195 countries and 14 related and disputed territories during 2013.
Based on these ratings, countries are divided into three categories: Free, Partly Free and Not Free.
A Free country is one where there is broad scope for open political competition, a climate of respect for
civil liberties, significant independent civic life and independent media. Partly Free countries are
characterised by some restrictions on political rights and civil liberties, often in a context of corruption,
weak rule of law, ethnic strife, or civil war. A Not Free country is one where basic political rights are
absent, and basic civil liberties are widely and systematically denied.
http://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/MapofFreedom2014.pdf
Worldwide Level of Consciousness based on the Map of Consciousness
see Power vs Force by Dr David R Hawkins
6,000 years ago
72
At the time the Vedas were written
74
At the birth of Buddha
91
prior to the conception of Jesus of Nazareth
101
After the birth of Jesus of Nazareth
147
When Christ was taken from the cross
148
At the Last Supper
150
At the death of the last apostle
182
At the birth of Charlemagne
182
In 827 AD (at the death of Charlemagne)
190
When Abraham Lincoln took office as President
190
Lincoln was shot and killed
193
1944: birth of almost 200 Homo-Spiritus children
194
1987: At the time of the Harmonic Convergence but not
207
necessarily related to it, consciousness of humanity jumped
2008: Current observation as we move forward to the
212
apparent evolutionary jump, which will be a steady process
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“All dis-ease is mind generated, and all healing
is generated by the love energy of one’s soul.”
The Ego (mind based) manifests illness; the lower one’s level of consciousness (soul
condition) then the more prevalent will be illness. Below the levels of 200, the ego
and fear of the mind dominate; however, as you raise your level of consciousness by
growing in truth and love to achieve a level of 500 or higher, you begin to transcend
ego dominance. At the levels above 600, all healing may become possible – the
healing of our personal Rebellion and Default being foremost.
Mansion MoC
World 1000
6th

HEALTH & LOVE PREVAILS
VIBRANT LIFE PREVAILS

5th
4th

800

3rd
2nd

600

1st

Sphere/
Mansion
World
region

CONSCIOUSNESS &
ENLIGHTENMENT
ARE BEING ATTAINED
EGO IS BEING
TRANSCENDED

400

There are 200
many
planes
within
each
Mansion
1
World

POSITIVE TRUTH & LOVE
ENERGYIS EMERGING
EGO & FEAR DICTATES ALL
ACTIONS!
ILLNESS PREVAILS

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but
also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.
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PERSONALITY TRAITS:
Less than two dozen people on planet Earth.
Would not pick up a weapon let alone use it.
These people gravitate to the health industry
and humanitarian programs.
Debate and implement resolutions without
argument and delay.
Debate and implement resolutions in due
course.
Debate and implement resolutions with some
degree of follow up generally needed.
Management supervision is generally
necessary.
Politics become the hope for man’s salvation.
Cause no harm to others starts to emerge.
Power overrides force.
Illness is developed by those man erroneous
emotions that calibrate 200 and lower.
Armies around the world function on pride.
Force is now dominant, not power.
Harm of others prevails, self-interest prevails.
Totally self-reliant, not God reliant.
Fear dominates all motivation.
Suicide is possible and probable.
At these levels, seriously harming others for
even trivial events appears to be justifiable.
Poverty, unemployment, illness, etc., this is
living hell on Earth.
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WILL or FREE WILL:
SPHERE
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

1

At-onement
Transition &

1080

When we have removed all unloving
emotions from our mind, our mind
only will engage God endowed
emotions. We lose the free will and
now the will of the soul dominates
the mind. Our will is now at one
with our Mother and Father. We
now can enter the Celestial Heavens.
Soul based emotions are
all love based forming our
natural love soul, created
by the Source Soul. The
will of the soul is always
love based as desired by
our Mother and Father.
We are embracing the will
of our Parents when we
respond to these soul
based emotions.

Spheres of Disharmony = Hells

Our soul is subordinate to
our mind. Our mind has
free will and responds to
all emotions, God given
and man made. We allow
our dominate emotions to
determine our actions.
This is exercising our free
will. Only Divine Love
with Feeling Healing
removes errors.
Erroneous emotions are
all about causing harm to
others and/or to one’s self.
These lead us to a period
in the hells to prevent us
from harming others and
experience compensation.
Seek the Love and grow!
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MAP of CONSCIOUSNESS CALIBRATIONS reflect the nature of the TOPIC:
The level of truth of a topic or subject is reflected in the calibration through employing Dr David R
Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness with kinesiology muscle testing. A publication or movie about
manufacturing food would be around 200, whereas meals prepared in a loving home would be around 500.
The subject of pornography through to war would be less than 200, whereas natural love topics can readily
be over 500 and up into the 800’s plus. Material introducing Feeling Healing with Divine Love, by its
nature, will range between 1,480 to 1,500 on Dr David R Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness (MoC), in its
purest form of presentation. This has never been previously achieved.
MAP of CONSCIOUSNESS
MoC
calibrations
God, our Heavenly Mother and Father
Infinity Location being Isle of Paradise
Celestial Heavens peak
3rd Celestial Heaven
1,500
Feeling Healing / Divine Love teachings
1,480 – 3rd Celestial Heaven spirit guided
1,500
(sometimes referred to as 10th mansion world)
Now at one with Heavenly Parents
1,081
1st Celestial Heaven entry at Jerusem
Feeling Healing with Divine Love
1,080
7th Divine Love transitional sphere to Heavens
Natural Love peak
6th spirit Mansion World peak– can’t go
1,000
further!
Pascas WorldCare (as a platform)
880
5th spirit Mansion World healing+ Divine Love.
Lamsa Bible (minus the Old Testament
880
4th spirit Mansion World equivalent being
and Book of Revelation, but including
natural love orientated, the Bible is taking one
Genesis, Psalms, and Proverbs)
away from truth – their soul based feelings.
Koran
700
4th spirit Mansion World equivalent.
Torah
550
First five books of the 24 books of the Tanakh.
Cookies made for Family
520
Made with love (this supports cooking shows).
Enter EITHER natural or divine path
2nd natural love or 3rd Divine Love spirit world.
500
Peak of mind total orientation
499
1st spirit Mansion World peak.
King James Bible (from the Greek)
475
Roman Catholic Church
450
Church (world) – mind controlled – reason.
Home cooked sea fish + organic salad
410
Home roasted free range chicken + salad
410
Wine or Beer
330
(in moderation!)
Roman Catholicism administration
305
As an institution in year 2004.
Tea green
300
The population of the world overall.
Humanity
212
Vegetarianism
205
Muesli
205
Above 200 is pro-life – positive.
Food
200
At this level and above food is life enhancing.
Food, Commercial Cat
192 – 202 Below 200 is anti-life – negative.
Food, Commercial Machine-made
188 – 200 Energy dense but nutrition poor.
Black Tea
185
Refining of most foods removes nutrients.
Percolated Coffee / Cappuccino / etc
165
Corn Flakes
85
Fish (living in ocean)
20
Bacteria
1
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CONSCIOUSNESS and EMOTIONS:
Consciousness = Soul Condition. One’s Soul Condition is equal to the average of all of the held
emotions. Soul condition is the sum total of all of the different emotions, desires, passions, etc., all
wrapped up together in terms of how much love there is in every one of those.

The Final Doorway to Enlightenment / Nonduality
The beginning of the Nonlinear Realm

500

The beginning of Integrity

200

Note:
The Map of Consciousness scale is from 1 to 1,000
The Map of Consciousness (MoC) table is based on the common log of 10. It is not a numeric table.
A calibration increase of 1 point is in fact a
10 fold increase in energy.
A calibration increase of 10 points is in fact a
10,000,000,000 fold increase in energy.
Thus the energy differentials are in fact enormous!
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NATURAL LOVE or HUMANITY’s ERRONEOUS EMOTIONS:
Your soul, being your real you, is an emotional being. Your soul, though a thought of God, does
not possess anything of the divine within it. It existed in a state of bliss, in a natural love state,
pending individualisation which is achieved at conception which is the time of incarnation. Your
soul is endowed with natural love emotions noted within the top section of the Map of
Consciousness scale, being those emotions calibrating above 200.

Humanity’s erroneous emotions are those calibrating below 200 on the Map of Consciousness.
The environment around a newly conceived child progressively degrades the condition of that
child’s soul. When the child reaches about the age of 7, the child’s soul condition will reflect the
parent’s condition. These negative emotions are like a crust around the pure soul it has within.

Man made dis-empowering emotions:

All the negative emotions
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Imagine the Revelations of how we are to heal and find our way home to our
Heavenly Parents have now been given to us by high level spirits.
Imagine the major errors and omissions within the New Testament of the Bible
are addressed and revealed.
Imagine Feeling Healing with Divine Love is the way of life and pathway to
Paradise – to our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Imagine by living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God.
It’s that simple.
Imagine living by the Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as
one honours one’s own.
Imagine women came to understand their True Liberation is through the Truth
of their Feelings.
Imagine that our Healing is through our longing to know the truth behind our
feelings, both good and bad; and then express that to a friend!
Imagine we each have two Nature Spirits, two Angels, two Spirit Guides, one
Indwelling Spirit of God and the Spirits of Truth who are personally involved with
us at all times.
Imagine Feeling Healing (with Divine Love being Soul Healing) opening up the
opportunity to personally interact with our very own Nature Spirits.
Imagine Feeling Healing with Divine Love opening up the opportunity to interact
with our very own Celestial spirit guides.
Imagine parents understood they were to encourage their children themselves,
never denying their child the freedom to express ALL of their feelings.
Imagine if parents began to understand that we cause all the issues in our children
through childhood suppression and repression.
Imagine society understands parents cause a child’s illness even in embryo.
Imagine a society that began to engage in feeling healing and parents were
bringing up children free of the imposts of their own injuries.
Imagine if we were allowed to fully express our true personality.
Imagine people communicating with each other again!
Imagine humanity living Feelings First and embracing Feeling Healing.
Imagine that humanity understood what the Rebellion and Default did to us!
Imagine if all levels of control, that we are subjected to, recognised they are all
doing the begging of the Evil Ones – Lucifer and his partners.
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Imagine parents, education systems, religious institutions, employers and
governments relinquished their controlling ways and dictates.
Imagine the world’s scientists whole heartedly began to live through their Feelings
– break throughs would occur daily! (Imagine all the crap they would have to get
rid of and admit to!)
Imagine through engaging your soul based feelings that nothing is hidden!
Imagine children being conceived to parents who are free from childhood
suppression and repression.
Imagine if students were able to determine what they actually wanted to learn.
Imagine a health system that recognised the underlying cause of all illness is
childhood suppression and repression.
Imagine – believe it or not – Feeling Healing is a cost free health process!
Imagine we can commence our Feeling Healing even while in junior school.
Imagine bottom up democracy where no one is disenfranchised and people elect
true professional representation and may directly frame and pass legislation.
Imagine a judicial system that is free to engage in Feeling Healing in its
deliberations of truth and remedies.
Imagine that we begin to recognise and accept our true heritage is our Heavenly
Mother and Father and is not our family line going back many generations – we
are Their children!
Imagine that the resources to conduct war were aligned for the benefit of all
humanity and nature.
Imagine if the Zionists were forced to surrender their financial claims or pay
income tax like everyone else.
Imagine this will be the commencement of rebuilding the global financial
structures.
Imagine that we recognise our true life partner is our soulmate who is always of
the opposite sex and we can only come to recognise our soulmate once we have
fully Healed ourselves.
Imagine that the Revelations and the ending of the Rebellion and Default are
distributed through music, plays, television programs and full length movies as
well as the print media in all languages to all of humanity.
Imagine when all the aspects of the Change come into play that not one facet of
our life will continue in the manner we have grown accustomed to!
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We are to live Feelings First.



We’ve been made to use our mind to live against many of our feelings.



Our mind control commences at conception and is developed through our childhood.



All the bad feelings we didn’t express as we were growing up are still repressed inside us.



And all such hidden, buried and unwanted feelings have to come out.



And whilst they remain repressed within us, they will continue to make us feel bad and unloved.



We get sick, depressed, suffer, have bad things happen to us because of our repressed childhood
feelings.



Humanity was brought into this state of living against itself by higher rebellious spirits.



These Evil Ones caused the Rebellion and Default.



We are made to rebel by default – as we have no idea we’re doing it through our parenting in
wrongness.



We are all parented unlovingly – against ourselves, against our will.



Some parenting in the wrongness is done with more love, yet it’s all still wrong.



To heal this unloving state within ourselves we have to do our Healing.



Our Healing is our Feeling-Healing or Soul-Healing with the Divine Love.



We can long to God for Their Divine Love, and this will help us with our Healing.



God is our Heavenly Mother and Father, the Feminine Aspects of God having been kept hidden
from us by the Evil Spirits.



All humanity’s religions and spiritual systems are designed to keep the wrongness going, to keep
us away from God.



Only by living Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way, can you become right, and truly find
God.



Long for the Divine Love.



Long for the Truth of your Feelings.



Accepting all you feel is accepting all of yourself, it’s your greatest act of self-love.



And wanting to know the truth of your feelings, is your next greatest act of self-love.



Love yourself through your feeling-acceptance, and the Truth will set you Free!
31 May 1914 and ongoing
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GOD
SPHERES of PARADISE being the home of
our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father,
within the centre of the 7 super universes.

Father
Mother

Unknown number of spheres to progress
through to reach Paradise.
Ascending out of NEBADON is beyond
the regency of the Creator Daughter
and Son, Mary and Jesus.

HEAVENLY
PARENTS

INFINITE & UNIVERSAL
SPHERES, unknown number to
progress through within Nebadon.
ETERNAL SPHERES 3 spheres
unnumbered. Involvement with
Earth finishes.
CELESTIAL HEAVENS
are spheres 8, 9, 10.

JESUS & MARY

Divine Love Spirit Healing
Mansion Worlds are 3, 5, 7.
We are healing our soul!
We all arrive in spirit
into Mansion World 1.
Earth Planes 1 and 2 are
of Disharmony – Hells.
Mind Spirit Mansion
Worlds 2, 4, 6 are all taking
us in the wrong direction
and into a dead end!

AVONALS
MARY &
JESUS

AVONAL PAIR
GOD
Throughout the Avonal Age of 1,000 years, their Spirits of Truth will assist us
in embracing and engaging with our Feeling Healing and with Divine Love
our Soul Healing, they will assist us to develop our soul well into Celestial Heaven status
should we persevere with such a goal. To the extent that the Avonal Pair develop themselves
while here in the physical on Earth is the level that their Spirits of Truth will be able to assist
us. Then it will be Mary and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth that will assist us up and out of Nebadon,
where our Heavenly Parents will then assist us onto Paradise, Their home.
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Humanity on physical Earth
is in Rebellion and Default,
thus hell! Upon death we
all arrive in the 1st spirit
mind Mansion World where
we typically suppress our
poor state and remain in the
mind Mansion Worlds
indefinitely. Some have a
period in the ‘hells’
compensating for the pain
they have caused others.
Many continue their ‘mind
worshipping’. However the
way out is by embracing
Feeling Healing, and with
Divine Love, Soul Healing
to progress up through the
Crying Healing Worlds and
transition out to the first of
the Celestial Heavens.

Transitioning into the
Celestial Heavens is also out of:

7
Crying
Healing
World

5
Crying
Healing
World

3

Crying
Healing
World

1

Mind
Mansion
World

If you go against yourself, if you’re untrue to
yourself, then you are going against God and all
God’s laws, and compensation is required to bring
you back into the fold, which is what happens
through our Spiritual Healing. It’s the Law of
Forgiveness, forgiving yourself through selfacceptance, which is dominant in this part of your
life. If you cross the line and abuse your children,
that being up until they are 21 years old, then you
have both levels and amounts of Compensation
and Forgiveness to deal with, that which happens
as part of your Healing. And as everyone abuses
their children, we being conceived into our
parents’ rebellion against the truth of our soul, so
all who have children have to come to terms with
all they’ve done through their Healing.
Kevin, 1st Celestial Heaven: 18 Feb 2019

2
Mind
Mansion
World

4

Mind
Mansion
World

6

If you go against someone else, as in cross the line and
Mind
grossly interfere with their will, and there are degrees of
Mansion
this, then you will have to suffer the pain you have caused
World
the other person, spirit or creature, which as you know is the
Law of Compensation; and as to the extent of crossing that line
and hurting another determines whether you have to spend time
in the hells or not.
Kevin, 1st Celestial Heaven: 18 Feb 2019
The minor ‘hells’ are the lower levels of the 1st mind Mansion World
whereas the more severe are the Planes of Isolation being the 2nd Earth plane
with the severest being the 1st Earth plane. Pain caused to another is the pain
that will be endured before returning to the 1st mind Mansion World, all then
to consider your Feeling Healing.
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FOR 200,000 years ALL SCRIPTURES and Earth based INSTITUTIONALISED SYSTEMS are
the WORK of the REBELLIOUS LANONANDEKS:
The rebellious Lanonandeks from within our local universe are these soulmate pairs:

Lucifer pair
Satan pair
Arrested and imprisoned 26 CE

Caligastia pair
Daligastia pair
Arrested and imprisoned early 1990s CE

Lucifer and his soulmate (Lanonandeks and System Sovereigns) rebelled, taking over their small part of
Mary and Jesus’s universe corrupting 37 ‘earths’ and their associated spirit Mansion Worlds.
Satan and his soulmate (Lanonadeks) joined the Lucifers, helping to convince Caligastia and his
soulmate (Lanonadeks and Planetary Prince of Earth) and Daligastia and his soulmate (Lanonadeks) to
join the Rebellion, which they did, specifically corrupting the people of our Earth – Urantia.
Mary Magdalene and Jesus (soulmates) bestowed themselves on Earth, thereby terminating the Lucifers’
and Satans’ System Rebellion. The Lucifers and Satans were then interned on a spirit prison world.
It is now for an Avonal Bestowal Pair to terminate the Caligastias and Daligastias, with, so we
understand, the first stage being completed, so these rebellious Lanonandek pairs can no longer
negatively affect Earth or its associated Mansion Worlds.
Avonal Daughters and Sons have been progressively incarnating onto each of the rebellious worlds and
one by one, the 37 Lanonandek Planetary Princes have been arrested and imprisoned. Caligastia, Earth’s
fallen Planetary Prince and his associate, Daligastia, being imprisoned in the early 1990s.
It is anticipated that the Avonals will shortly have all the wayward Lanonandek Planetary Princes and
Princesses imprisoned and will be proceeding to introduce to their custodian humanities to their New
Feeling Way.
The Creator Daughter and Son address regional issues – the whole of Nebadon, as in Mary and Jesus’ case;
whereas Avonal Pairs address individual planetary issues. Mary and Jesus ended the Rebellion in Nebadon
with no further planets being able to be corrupted by it; the Avonals will end it, and the Planetary Default
of Eve and Adam, specifically on Earth. They will do this once they’ve completed their Spiritual Healing
revealing the New Feeling Way.
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1. Mind Mansion World Spirits, of worlds 1, 2, 4 and 6, complicit to
the guile of rebellious high level Lanonandeks, Calligastia and
Dalligastia, being spirit world imprisoned during the early 1990s, continued to guide and
support the Rebellion and Default imposed upon Earth’s humanity by Lucifer and Satan
commencing 200,000 years ago.
Early 1990s:
The arrest of the Caligastia and Daligastia soulmate pairs.
22 March 2017:
Negative mind-spirit influence now blocked by Celestial Spirits.
22 May 2017:
Law of Compensation quickening.
2 December 2017:
Psychic Barriers maintaining the Rebellion and Default were cracked.
8 December 2017:
Bring on the money to ‘house the future of humanity’.
31 January 2018:
Earth and the seven associated Mansion Worlds (including the two Earth planes) are
officially now fully under the control of Celestial spirits. This marks a tangible and
real end to the Rebellion and Default
Oversight and control of Earth’s humanity is now within the hands of Celestials from the first three Celestial
Heavens with some 30 billion Celestials engaged, assisted by 3 Melchizedeks soul-groups and countless
angels. Transfer to “Council of Elders” personalities is from mind orientation to feelings first – soul based
truth – with the change over becoming openly known when the Avonal pair commence their public ministry.
2.
Earth based hidden controllers being dominated by family groupings
mainly out of Europe, with some in various parts of the world such as
USA and Asia. Their “chairmen” control the world’s finances and
passively enslave humanity without being known. Their funds are to be removed from their control
and their power collapsed.
3.
The “chairmen” are from the long term families, having generational passing down of power over
humanity. These family groups may number less than twenty with their worldwide dominance.
4.
The medium term families numbering around thirty are generally unaware of the long term families.
These are personalities who come to fruition during their life and generally but unknowingly fit into
the overarching evil agendas of the hidden controllers.
5.
Short term members are those who are typically invited into the Bilderberg Meetings and
unknowingly are subordinate to the medium termers who are subordinate to the hidden controllers.
6.
Secret societies that dominate commerce and sciences provide the feedstock of subterfuge.
7.
Deep State are people that subterfuge governments and influential people who would otherwise work
against the hidden controllers.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
8.
Regional, state and national governments are short term well intentioned
representatives of the people while being unknowingly controlled.
9.
All Earth based institutionalised systems as well as religions are the product
of the Rebellion and Default of 200,000 years ago that continue to do the work of the Evil Ones, the
rebellious Lanonandeks, through the guile of the hidden controllers.
10. The few hidden controller families control the world’s finances through financial systems that enslave
all of humanity with debt systems extending to education loans, credit cards, etc.
11. Health systems do not address the cause of all illness, being childhood suppression and repression.
12. Religionists perpetrate the indoctrination of living through the mind, suppressing feelings.
13. Education is a dictatorship; chancellor, professor, doctorate lecturer, teacher, student – no latitude to
allow one’s soul-based feelings to be expressed – all controlled by the subservient chancellor.
14. And the most subservient of controllers are parents who perpetrate the Rebellion and Default through
suppressing the child’s true personality, bestowed by our Heavenly Parents, and having the child
submit to their carers impositions by the child
repressing its feelings and living through the
mind.
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FOR 200,000 years ALL SYSTEMS are the WORK of the REBELLIOUS LANONANDEKS:
The rebellious Lanonandeks from within our local universe are these soulmate pairs:

Lucifer pair
Satan pair
Arrested and imprisoned 26 CE

Caligastia pair
Daligastia pair
Arrested and imprisoned early 1990s CE
Following the spirit world imprisonment of
the System Sovereign and then Planetary
Prince being rebellious Lanonandek spirits,
the Celestial spirits have blocked
communications between mind Mansion
World spirits and humanity on Earth. The
Hidden Controllers and other controlling
organisations are now without spirit world
guidance, since 22 March 2017. Those
controllers, in the physical on Earth, are
without their long term guidance.
Educators at all levels and throughout all
systems have had withheld from them that we
are to Live Feelings First. This is to change!

“The education, for both women, men, girls and boys, is about how to live true to their
feelings. How to embrace them willingly, how to work with them – express them, and the point
of doing that, wanting to know the truth of them. That’s all.”
Marie, 1st Celestial Heaven: 11 Aug 2020
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CELESTIAL HEAVEN CONNECTIVITY is UNFOLDING:
While the Rebellion and Default was administered under a
Universal Contract, Celestial Heaven spirits were not able to
interact and communicate with mortals on Earth. As from the
31 January 2018, the Rebellion and Default has formerly
ended. Connectivity between those in the physical and those
within the Celestial Heavens is now commencing.
Marie, 1st Celestial Heaven, 11 August 2020: The education,
for both women, men, girls and boys, is about how to live
true to their feelings. How to embrace them willingly, how
to work with them – express them, and the point of doing that, wanting to know the truth of
them. That’s all.
From that basis you don’t have to be ‘educated’ you can just live life attending to your feelings
correctly. And so from there, should there be anything you are interested in, your feelings will guide
you in such interest.
And so if basic education is made available, or any higher level, then embracing it is because you feel
you want to, and then moving with it honouring your feelings, is the way to approach it, rather than
through the mind. So the need for mental testing, for mental achievement such as having to attain a
certain level to move up into the next level and all that should be done away with.
The free school approach is far more applicable to how our feelings work, and then it’s up to the
individual to move along growing and expanding being feeling-led.
‘Education’ as the world understands it, is more of the mind nonsense, and all about using it to keep you
bound up in your mind control. Free Education is Feelings Education, allowing you to end your mind’s
control. However, many people will still need to engage in some level of the Mind Way even if they are
trying to live life true to their feelings, because of the requirements for them to work and get on in the mindcreated life you live in. But if people don’t want to be involved in that, say those people who come to live
in a Healing Sanctuary situation, then their ‘education’ would just be their whole life, and all the truth and
insight gained from moving with their feelings.
What you have in mind John, is to try to introduce elements of what James has revealed into the existing
mind systems. However, as to how successful this might be, is unknown, however we can guess at
it. Where I am focused, as will be James, Marion and Samantha, is wholly in the New Way, not interested
in trying to ‘bridge the gap’, just wanting to embrace people who have willingly chosen to cross over. So
for those people to do that, they will need the information at hand, so they can appraise it and see if it
appeals to them as an alternative way of living. It’s offering people a Whole Different Way of Life, which
for many will somehow have to be lived within the mind system structures; but for others who might be
lucky enough to live in a Healing Sanctuary environment, they are setting out to start living the next
Spiritual Age. Really I am focused on helping people live in the Aftertimes, during the Avonal Spiritual
Age. So anyone who consciously choses ‘The Avonal Way’ and starts their Healing, will come under our
guidance and support.
(Marie is John’s mother)
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Our
Guides
on
Duty…
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Throughout the evolution of Pascas, Pascas has been
gently guided and supported by its Council of Elders
from within the Celestial Heavens. All documentation,
all concepts, all who have interacted with the forming of
Pascas WorldCare and the various arms, have been in
response to the guidance from our Celestial Council of
Elders – from within the 3rd Celestial Heaven.
Throughout the coming millennium, our Celestial
friends will be guiding and assisting Pascas WorldCare.

Council of Elders
now around 20
soul-groups from
the 3rd Celestial
Heaven

Communications between the Celestial
Council of Elders and those within the
physical administration of Pascas WorldCare will be via those who complete their
Feeling Healing on Earth, as years go by.
The administration of Pascas may be also supported in their
interconnectivity with our Celestial guidance through those within
Pascas and its administration who are sensitive in their nature and
are able to perceive guidance from our Celestial companions on
this journey of delivering the Great U-Turn. It is through the
nature of sensitivity that Celestial Spirits have interacted with
Pascas during decades of formative years and the establishment of
the foundations for Pascas for the next 1,000 years.

Pascas as an entity, due to the contributions from our Celestial
friends, is functioning within the 5th Divine Love Spirit Mansion
World’s level. Further, the Pascas Papers which are designated as
references for Feeling Healing and Divine Love are within the
level of Truth of the highest of the Celestial Heavens. Pascas will
be supported in this manner for the coming millennium.

Celestial Heavens
8, 9, 10 also
referred to as 1, 2,
3 being at-one with
Mother and Father.
Divine Love spirit
Mansion Worlds,
healing / crying
worlds 3, 5, 7.
We all transition to
Natural Love spirit
Mansion World 1,
and typically go in
the wrong
direction to
Natural Love spirit
Mansion Worlds 2,
4, 6 and cannot go
further!
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Great Gifts through our Feelings are:
The Awareness of our Heavenly Mother
and Father
That our soul is a duplex – both male
and female – one soul, two personalities
That Feeling Healing with Divine Love
is our pathway to Paradise – our true
home
Freely expressing our Feelings to a
companion is expressing our true
personality – the personality bestowed
upon us by our Heavenly Mother and
Father – our true Mum and Dad!
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perceived truth MoC 890 – relative truth potential MoC 1,495

